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AUSTRALIAN
polytec is an Australian marketer, innovator and reliable distributor of decorative surface products that
are uncompromising in quality, visually aesthetic, tactile, hard-wearing and excellent value.
Through its manufacturing division, polytec leads the way in its commitment to Australian manufacturing
and in the development of decorative panels and components for joinery applications in kitchens,
living areas, bathrooms, laundries, wardrobes, home offices, furniture and commercial spaces.
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Doors and panels in CREATEC Cavia Lini.
Shelving in MELAMINE Black Wenge Matt.

Somersby Decorative Board Facility.
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a comprehensive

PALETTE
With 30 years experience, polytec is the fastest growing brand in the decorative surfaces category.
Forever the creative thinker, polytec invests in pioneering new product and range developments to
equip cabinet makers, architects, designers and consumers alike with a palette that’s contemporary,
forward-looking and comprehensive.
A collection of locally made and globally curated materials for horizontal and vertical surfaces
provides the option of applying a consistent design appearance throughout a project, inserting
PB

highlight elements, or selecting materials that are designed to unite & compliment.

Hallway console in MELAMINE Natural Oak Matt. Vertical screening in LAMINATE Bottega Oak Woodmatt.
Entertainment unit in MELAMINE Bottega Oak Woodmat with doors in MELAMINE Natural Oak Matt.

polytec company owned fleet consisting of over 150 vehicles.
Somersby Press Line 6.
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inspiring

CREATIVE SPACES
polytec works closely with the market to ensure products meet project requirements and exceed
customer expectations.
Committed to innovation, polytec decorative surfaces provide the medium for crafting thoroughly
considered designs with a point of difference.
Whether it’s a high-tech combination of timber structure with incredible colour depth and clarity,
timeless neutrals, natural stone patterns, a choice of more than 150 laminates offering affordable
PB

luxury, ultra high-gloss, matt, true to touch timber finishes, stone and concrete-like materials – the
polytec palette paves the way for memorable and remarkable design possibilities.

Shelving, Doors, drawers, and bar panels in RAVINE Natural Oak.
Overhead cupboard doors in MELAMINE Classic White Matt.

Oberon MDF Facility.
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committed to

QUALITY
At the forefront of technology, polytec products are manufactured with the most technologically
advanced and computer integrated manufacturing systems.
A committed, skilled and passionate workforce delivers excellence in craftsmanship and
customer service on all platforms in producing materials that meld attention to detail, beautiful
finishes and durability.
We take pride in offering products that are cutting-edge in quality, aesthetics and performance,
PB

relevant to the full-spectrum of project types and bringing them to market at an accessible price point.

Doors and panels in MELAMINE Alabaster Sheen.
Overhead cupboard doors in RAVINE Sepia Oak.

Somersby Press Line 4.
Somersby Storage Facility.
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ENVIRONMENTALLY
aligned
On a daily basis, polytec strives to foster an eco-friendly and sustainable environment that
minimises our environmental footprint. Making products that are long-lasting and low-maintenance
is central to that.
polytec products are manufactured from managed and renewable plantation pine and on request can
be purchased as Responsible Wood chain of custody certified. All polytec products are manufactured
from E0 or E1 CUSTOMwood MDF and CUSTOMpine particleboard.
Waste is managed responsibly through recycling programs encompassing aluminium and metals
PB

and used oils, while timber waste is recycled back into energy. We subscribe to local government
environmental initiatives and voluntary audits as well as our own internal Energy and Carbon
Management Policy (ECM), which aligns with the Australian Government’s Energy Efficiency
Opportunities (EEO) program.

Routed wall panels in COMPACT laminate Natural Oak Matt.

Certified Australian plantation pine.
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KITCHEN
As the focal point of everyday life, kitchens require materials that are practical, robust and a
pleasure to be around.
polytec has all bases covered with an array of solutions in all decorative surface product sectors
including: BENCHTOPS & laminate, THERMOLAMINATED doors & panels, MELAMINE doors &
panels, the EVOLUTION range, ALUMINIUM framed doors, ULTRAGLAZE doors & panels range and
the new Woodmatt and Matera ranges.
polytec’s diversity of colours, finishes and prints from ranges that are designed to work together, paves
PB

the way for highly original and bespoke kitchen designs.
A striking combination is the teaming of polytec’s new Matera range of benchtops with solid colour
polytec doors in Matt or Sheen finishes or the latest trends offered in Melamine Woodmatt, Legato
super matt or Ravine embossed wood grain finishes.

Doors, drawers and shelving in MELAMINE Prime Oak Woodmatt.
Drawers and bar panels in MELAMINE Polar White Matt.
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Doors and panels in MELAMINE Prime Oak Woodmatt.
Overhead cupboard doors, drawers and panels in LEGATO Bone White.
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MELAMINE doors & panels
Prime Oak Woodmatt

EVOLUTION range

LEGATO super matt
Bone White
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Doors and drawers in MELAMINE Bottega Oak Woodmatt.
Benchtop and shelving in LAMINATE Natural Oak Matt.
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EVOLUTION range

RAVINE embossed wood grain
Sepia Oak

THERMOLAMINATED Casino doors in Cinder Matt.
Shelving in RAVINE Sepia Oak.
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THERMOLAMINATED
Cinder Matt
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Doors, drawers and bar panels in MELAMINE Strata Grey Sheen.
Overhead cupboard doors in MELAMINE Natural Oak Matt.
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Doors in RAVINE Sepia Oak.
Doors and Drawers in MELAMINE Stone Grey Matt.
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BENCHTOPS & laminate
Argento Stone Gloss
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Doors in MELAMINE Classic White Sheen.
Doors,
Overhead
drawers
cupboard
and panels
doors and
in MELAMINE
open shelving
Casentino
in MELAMINE
Beech Woodmatt.
Tessuto Milan Matt.
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MELAMINE doors & panels
Casentino Beech Woodmatt
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Doors, drawers and shelving in MELAMINE Prime Oak Woodmatt.
Doors, drawers and bar panels in MELAMINE Polar White Matt.

Doors, drawers and bar panels in CREATEC New Ultra White.
Overhead cupboard doors and shelving in RAVINE Sepia Oak.
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EVOLUTION range

RAVINE embossed wood grain
Natural Oak

Overhead and cupboard doors in RAVINE Natural Oak.
Drawers and bar panels in MELAMINE Cinder Matt.
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MELAMINE doors & panels
Cinder Matt
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BATHROOM
polytec’s curated range of nature inspired colours and patterns helps to create the ultimate
bathroom retreat with benchtops solutions for bathroom vanities and a host of door and panel
options for storage units.
Fusing aesthetics and performance, polytec’s Benchtops range offers an exceptional palette of over
150 natural stone prints and solid colours in addition to the Ravine and Woodmatt natural touch
timber laminate range.
polytec’s Benchtops are conveniently offered in a wide choice of thicknesses and edge profiles.
PB

A new addition to the portfolio is the new Matera range of soft-to-touch smooth matt laminates.
polytec decorative products present an opportunity to continue a material harmony throughout a home
or to make a splash with a totally different approach.

Vanity in MELAMINE Notaio Walnut Woodmatt.
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Vanity doors in MELAMINE Natural Oak Matt.

Vanity drawers in MELAMINE Natural Oak Matt.
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MELAMINE doors & panels
Natural Oak Matt
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EVOLUTION range

Vanity doors, drawers and shelving in RAVINE Black Wenge.
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RAVINE embossed wood grain
Black Wenge
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STUDY
polytec’s accomplished range of products are the perfect combination of aesthetics and performance
required for designing your study. Whether you have the space for a large study room or just a small
study nook off to the side of your kitchen, there is no denying this space needs to be the perfect
balance between style and function.
Creating a comfortable and inviting, nature inspired surrounding has never been easier with the
polytec Ravine and Woodmatt embossed wood grain ranges. The natural touch timber surface brings
warmth and a sense of ease to your surroundings.
PB

Supporting different styles to flourish through a more neutral palette, the vast spectrum of
Melamine and Laminate ranges cater to all design needs allowing each space to be personalised
through added décor.

Desk in LAMINATE Natural Oak Matt.
Drawers and shelving in MELAMINE Bottega Oak Woodmatt.
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Desk and shelving in LAMINATE Natural Oak Matt.
Worktop in MELAMINE Strata Grey Matt.
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MELAMINE and LAMINATE
Natural Oak Matt
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Drawers in MELAMINE Black Wenge Matt.
Desktop in LAMINATE Black Wenge Matt.

MELAMINE and LAMINATE
Black Wenge Matt
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custom joinery &

ENTERTAINMENT
At the forefront of luxury and practicality built-in and custom joinery is fast becoming one of the most
fundamental design considerations for today’s home owner.
Based around individual style and taste, bespoke joinery must be able to cater to very specific design
needs. polytec’s versatile palette has been established to be complimentary across all ranges allowing
for an abundance of design possibilities and the ability to create unity and a sense of belonging
throughout each living space.
The superior durability of polytec products ensures that your custom joinery will outlast the life of
PB

your accessories. Resistant to the everyday knocks and bumps of a busy household, polytec surfaces
provide a peace of mind that your custom joinery will remain a masterpiece for years to come and will
add the perfect finishing touch to your home décor.

Entertainment unit in MELAMINE Natural Oak Matt.
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EVOLUTION range

Entertainment unit and shelving in RAVINE Sepia Oak.
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RAVINE embossed wood grain
Sepia Oak
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EVOLUTION range
Entertainment unit in RAVINE Satra Wood and LAMINATE Classic White Matt.
Drawers and shelving in RAVINE Satra Wood. Desktop in LAMINATE Classic White Matt.
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RAVINE embossed wood grain
Satra Wood
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WARDROBE
A wardrobe has the potential to be a design statement that’s on par with global trends or an unimposing
fit-out element that disappears into a space.
polytec is a one-stop-shop for beautifully crafted Wardrobe doors that stand out in quality, colour
range, choice of styles and surface finishes.
Allowing different styles and budgets to be expressed, polytec’s Wardrobe range comprises: Melamine
board, Aluminium framed glass doors and the Evolution range.
PB

Hard-working, durable Melamine board offers exciting new design treatments with the addition of
timberprints.
The Evolution range houses polytec’s leading and most innovative ranges; Legato, Ravine, Createc and
the new Venette pure matt range.
As one of the closest materials to timber in visual appearance - the Ravine Wardrobe range adds
elegance, warmth and a crafted quality that transforms walk-in robes into a destination.
The Aluminium range of wardrobe doors are inserted with laminated, scratch resistant, safety glass and
provide a long lasting and visually light solution.
Designed to be complementary, polytec’s Wardrobe range reflects the growing trend towards cabinetry
that’s stylistically cohesive throughout an interior. The ambience created is one that has a heightened
sense of space and luxe.

Wardrobe in MELAMINE Antico Oak Woodmatt.
Bevel Edge drawers in MELAMINE Antico Oak Woodmatt.
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BENCHTOPS & laminate
Emperor Stone Smooth

Wardrobe in MELAMINE Antico Oak Woodmatt.
Bevel Edge drawers in MELAMINE Antico Oak Woodmatt.
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MELAMINE doors & panels
Antico Oak Woodmatt
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WARDROBE range

Wardrobes in MELAMINE Truffle Lini Matt.
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MELAMINE
Truffle Lini Matt
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ALFRESCO
Creating the perfect outdoor living area is quickly becoming a necessity amongst Australian
home owners.
Whether you have a large or small outdoor space, it is essential to consider the materials that
will resonate with the overall property aesthetics. polytec’s Alfresco door range has been cleverly
conceived for built-in, outdoor kitchen cabinetry situated in undercover areas. Whether the
outdoor kitchen is an extension to the main cooking hub or an additional self-contained culinary centre
in its own right, polytec’s Alfresco door range introduces an avant-garde concept.
PB

Fusing the gap between your alfresco kitchen and your indoor masterpiece is extremely simple with
the extensive colour range of Compact Laminates curated to complement the polytec Melamine and
Benchtop Laminate ranges.

Kitchen doors and drawers in MELAMINE Truffle Lini Finegrain.
Kitchen bar panels in MELAMINE Gesso Lini Finegrain.
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ALFRESCO range
Doors in ALUMINIUM 1.5/55mm Brushed Stainless frame
with COMPACT laminate insert in Estella Oak Woodmatt.
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COMPACT laminate
Estella Oak Woodmatt
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Doors in ALUMINIUM 1.5mm/55mm Brushed Stainless frame with
Polar White Matt COMPACT laminate insert.
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LAUNDRY
No longer a design afterthought, the laundry is enjoying a new lease on life with the help of polytec’s
extensive benchtop and door ranges. Creating the perfect laundry space starts with efficiency and
practicality. This includes the right appliances, the right surface space and plenty of storage.
Match your laundry colour palette with the rest of your home, a cohesive theme throughout unifies
even the smallest of spaces. polytec’s Benchtops & Laminate, Melamine doors & panels and
Thermolaminated doors & panels ranges are designed to work together and be complimentary across
all aspects of home joinery.
PB

polytec’s range of moisture resistant products are the perfect choice when selecting your laundry
joinery. Being a space that deals with a lot of moisture and heat, you need to be certain that the
products used can withstand the everyday use of a busy laundry and polytec’s range of doors, panels
and benchtops will give you that peace of mind.

Laundry panels in MELAMINE Notaio Walnut Woodmatt.
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Doors in MELAMINE Classic White Sheen.

Doors in MELAMINE Classic White Sheen.

Doors and panels in MELAMINE Natural Oak Matt.

PB

Doors in MELAMINE Natural Oak Matt.

MELAMINE
Natural Oak Matt
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THERMOLAMINATED Manchester doors in Onyx Fineline Gloss

THERMOLAMINATED Manchester doors in Onyx Fineline Gloss and Ultra White Gloss.

and Ultra White Gloss.

THERMOLAMINATED Guilford overhead doors in Greige Matt.
Doors in RAVINE Black Wenge.
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THERMOLAMINATED Cammeray doors in Black Natura.

THERMOLAMINATED
Onyx Fineline Gloss
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EVOLUTION
range
Style the surfaces of your kitchen with the latest global trends using polytec’s extensive Evolution range.
Blend unique textures, tones and finishes to achieve a contemporary look.
Mix warm colours with cool accents, and matt surfaces with a glossy finish. Choosing from the
Evolution range enables you to achieve a truly leading edge kitchen design.
Today’s kitchen is about individual style and taste. Tall cupboards featuring timber grains or silky
finishes that stretch from floor to ceiling provide the perfect backdrop for your choice of ultra glossy
PB

or matt doors and drawers.
The Evolution range is a collection of polytec’s leading and most innovative ranges - Legato, Ravine,
Createc and polytec’s newest innovation, Venette. Designed to be complementary, these ranges allow
you to infuse your kitchen with the latest colours and finishes.
polytec’s Legato range features a super matt, non reflective finish. This subtle, understated look is
imbued with lighter, timber tones and delivers a fresh, refined presence.
polytec’s Ravine range showcases the best natural touch timber surface lightly coloured with warm
and inviting shades.
polytec’s Createc range allows your kitchen to shine. Its ultra high gloss surface delivers sharp lines
and a polished, sophisticated finish.
polytec’s Venette promises an unrivaled anti-fingerprint technology in the purest matt form. The silky
smooth finish of Venette creates an inviting and pleasant touch experience, whilst the pure matt surface
assures low light reflection, reducing the need for constant care and cleaning.
Blend your choices to capture the latest design trends and style your ideal kitchen.

Doors, drawers and panels in RAVINE Natural Oak.
Overhead cupboard doors in MELAMINE Classic White Matt.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

CREATEC ultra high gloss doors & panels

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

NEW VENETTE pure matt doors & panels

Doors and drawers in VENETTE Black.

coming soon

New Ultra White

Alabaster

Soft Walnut

Tessuto Milan

Jamaican Walnut

Ultra White

Blossom White

NEW

NEW

coming soon

Malt

Stone Grey

Smoke Shimmer

Maroso Milan

Shannon Oak

Canterbury Grey

Cinder

NEW

NEW

coming soon
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Strata Grey

Char Oak

Truffle Lini

Cinder

Black Wenge

Black

Cavia Lini

Black Wenge

Graphite

Black
Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

NEW

coming soon

Oxford

NEW

NEW

67

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

RAVINE embossed wood grain doors, panels & laminate
W

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

denotes available in WARDROBE range

Distressed Wood
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

LEGATO super matt doors & panels

Bleached Walnut

Drifted Oak

Soft Walnut

Tessuto Milan

Maison Oak

Maroso Milan

Natural Oak

W

W

W

Satra Wood

Sepia Oak

Café Oak

Char Oak

Black Wenge

Notaio Walnut

W

Crisp White

Bone White

Papyrus

Drifted Oak

Silk

Bleached Walnut

Maison Oak

Castel

Montage

Maroso Milan

Serene

Bespoke

Drawers in LEGATO Bleached Walnut.

Grey Cement

NEW

White Cement

NEW

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.

and require more care and maintenance.

and require more care and maintenance.
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ULTRAGLAZE
doors & panels
Inspired by top design houses, polytec’s Ultraglaze doors & panels offer interior designers and
architects a new dimension in creating kitchens and rooms of breathtaking beauty.
With the introduction of Ultraglaze Ultra Matt finish, you can reap the benefits of the original
product while maintaining style and modernity. Ultra Matt allows depth and class with a pleasant
aesthetic appeal, and can be used on its own or in conjunction with Gloss, which captures the
light and surrounding reflections.

PB

Incorporating Gloss and Ultra Matt finishes into your décor is the perfect way to add visual interest
to a pared-back neutral palette. Couple Ultraglaze Gloss alongside Ultraglaze Ultra Matt to create
the perfect balance of contrast. Alternatively match Ultraglaze with Ravine embossed wood grain
features to add warmth and soften a sleek scheme.
Ultraglaze provides contemporary lines that are enhanced when combined with the sleek
Shadowline door or matching edge finish. With an unsurpassed Gloss and Ultra Matt level, the
result is stunning to say the least.

Doors and panels in ULTRAGLAZE Superior White.
Bar Panel in MELAMINE Shannon Oak Matt.
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ULTRAGLAZE Gloss solid range

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

Arctic Ice

Superior White

Royal Oyster

Cream

Soft Grey

Cloudy Grey

Paris Grey

Lava

Phantom Black

Premiere Metallic

Anthracite Metallic

Doors and panels in ULTRAGLAZE Superior White.
Bar Panel in MELAMINE Shannon Oak Matt.

ULTRAGLAZE Gloss metallic range

Pearl Metallic

Note: Metallic colours are directional.
Take note of the arrows on the protective film. polytec recommends
all Ultraglaze metallic colours are installed in one direction to avoid
apparent colour variation.

Champagne Metallic

Raven Metallic

ULTRAGLAZE Ultramatt range

White

72

Mink

Black
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XENOLITH
premium solid core
polytec’s innovation continues with the newest release of Xenolith, a premium solid core product which
can be used in various high-traffic applications.
Xenolith is a 15mm premium coloured core high pressure laminate, available for both vertical and
horizontal applications. The unique coloured core allows for exposed ends with no join lines caused
by a laminated edge, matching the colour of choice. This premium product is available in numerous
benchtop profiles, the matching core providing an aesthetically pleasing design.

PB

Xenolith is available in 3660mm x 1830mm full sheets, and made-to-order benchtops with the colours
options of Calacutta D’oro, Calacutta Grey and Grey Cement.

Reception counter in XENOLITH Calacutta Grey Smooth.
Wall paneling STECCAWOOD Black Woodmatt.
Kick boards in LAMINATE Brushed Aluminium.
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NEW XENOLITH premium solid core range

Calacutta Grey

Calacutta D’oro

NEW

NEW

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.
To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

Smooth

Smooth

Waterfall benchtop in XENOLITH Calacutta D’oro Smooth.

Grey Cement
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Overhead cupboard doors, Bevel Edge drawers and bar panels in RAVINE Natural Oak.
NEW

Smooth
Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

Bevel Edge drawers in MELAMINE Blossom White Matt.
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BENCHTOPS
& laminate
With more than 150 realistic stone structures, wood grains and neutral solid colours, polytec’s
innovative Benchtops range is peerless.
The recent addition of 15 new Woodmatt laminates, match the perception of authentic timber in
both look and feel. Also new to polytec is the Matera range, a soft smooth matt laminate which feels like
honed stone – marble, travertine and cement. With the benefits of easy cleaning along with being less
prone to finger prints and scuff marks, Matera is the next step to improving laminate finishes in Australia.

PB

In keeping with current kitchen trends, polytec’s complete array of stone structures and wood grain
Benchtops are represented with precision, true to natural materials in colour, clarity and depth,
demonstrating polytec’s investment in state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies.
Furnishing designers and customers with the finest toolkit enabling maximum design flexibility, polytec
Benchtops are offered in three thicknesses and eight different profiles. Combining polytec Benchtops &
Laminate range with polytec’s extensive door range in a kitchen that’s stylistically individual, functional
and affordable.

Benchtop in LAMINATE Calacutta D’oro Matera.
Bar panels in RAVINE Notaio Walnut and LAMINATE Athena Stone Matera.
Stools in RAVINE Distressed Wood with contrasting black edge.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

BENCHTOPS & laminate Matera range

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

BENCHTOPS & laminate Smooth range

coming soon

White Cement

Matera

Calacutta Grey

Matera

Navona Stone

Matera

Alicante Stone

NEW

Smooth

coming soon

Calacutta D’oro

Matera

Portland Stone

Matera

Bernini Marble

Matera

Portofino Stone

NEW

Smooth

coming soon
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Grey Cement

Matera

Desideria Marble

Matera

Athena Stone

Matera

Tunisia Stone

Matera

Dark Cement

Matera

Catalina Marble

Matera

Emperor Stone

NEW

Smooth

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

BENCHTOPS & laminate

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

THERMOLAMINATED panels, Manchester doors and drawers in Vittoria Pearl Gloss.
THERMOLAMINATED Oberon doors in Tempest Woodgrain.
Benchtop in LAMINATE Visoni Stone Matt.
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Grigio Marble

M

Astral Bitumen

M

Black Matrix

M

Carbon Micro

M

Stonehaven

M

Ink Fabrini

M

Velvet Shimmer

M

Charcoal Fabrini

M

Feldspar Shimmer

M

Espresso Fabrini

M

Nero Granite

Earthly Marquina

M

Barrington Marble

Buffalo Stone

M

Ardesia Stone

Available finishes

M = Matt

T = Texture

G = Gloss

Wm = Woodmatt

M, G

M

M, G

Basalt Pearl

Blackrock

Black

T

M, G

M, T, Wm

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

BENCHTOPS & laminate

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

Designer White

Polar White

Classic White

Snow Fabrini

M

Aspen Stone

M, T, G

Buller Stone

M

Chambord

M, G

Carrara
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T

M

M

M, G

Pearl Fabrini

M

Astral Stonewall

M

Pumice Micro

M

Urban Slate

M

Purastone

M

Temple Stone

M

Corsica

M

Casastone

M

M

Fontaine

Smokey Quartz

M

Sanctuary

M

Crema Marfil

M

Kuringai Stone

Alpine Mist

M

Sorrell Terrazzo

M

Bottocino

Soapstone

M

French Stone

M

Palatino

Norfolk Terrazzo

M

Sandstone

M

Pietra Stone

M

Quarry Micro

M

M

Smoke Shimmer

M

Mocha Fabrini

M

Nectar Stone

M

Concrete Fabrini

M

Visoni Stone

M

Astral Cumulus

M

Stone Marquina

M

Greystone

M

Olive Fabrini

M

M, G

Blanco Marquina

M, G

Iron Stone

M

Stone Fabrini

Argento Stone

M, G

Stonehenge

M

Kalamunda Stone

Available finishes

M = Matt

T = Texture

G = Gloss

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

M, G

Available finishes

M = Matt

T

T = Texture

G = Gloss

M, G

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.
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MELAMINE
doors & panels
Kitchen cupboard doors and panels often cover the largest surface in your kitchen. To give your kitchen
distinctive character, our Melamine range offers an extensive variety of colour and decorative finish
options, including Texture, Matt, Ashgrain, Finegrain, Sheen and the new Woodmatt range.
Add interest and style by mixing options from polytec’s colour palette with Melamine surface finishes.
polytec’s Melamine doors and panels deliver a quality appearance while retaining the practicality
essential for the kitchen environment. Melamine doors and panels are durable, hygienic and
made from low maintenance materials. Cleaning is generally as simple as wiping down the surface
PB

with warm, soapy water.
polytec makes it easy to continue your style throughout your home. Melamine doors and panels can be
used in other joinery applications, from TV cabinets to bathroom vanities. Our range will complement
and enhance any interior décor and allow the look you choose to flow from one room to another.
The new Woodmatt finish from polytec offers a subtle woodgrain embossing with an overall matt
surface to look and feel like a true veneer, setting a benchmark in Australian made door and
panel manufacturing.
polytec are market leaders in the manufacture of glossy surfaces. Our Sheen range combines a smooth
stunning finish with a medium level of gloss and an affordable price tag.
Choose the Matt finish for a fine textured surface and the Texture finish to achieve a traditional medium
textured surface. Mix and match your favourites to introduce modern colours with unique finishes to your
kitchen design.
polytec Melamine doors and panels are Australian made and come with a 7 year warranty, giving you
peace of mind.

Overhead cupboard doors in MELAMINE Jamaican Walnut Matt.
Doors and drawers in RAVINE Black Wenge.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

MELAMINE doors & panels Woodmatt range
L

denotes available in LAMINATE

Nordic Oak

W

denotes available in WARDROBE range

Coastal Oak

L

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

L

W

Tasmanian Oak

L

Notaio Walnut

L

W

Antico Oak

L

Empire Oak

W

Estella Oak

L

L

W

Black

L

coming soon

Angora Oak
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L

Casentino Beech

L

Prime Oak

L

Palace Teak

L

Florentine Walnut

L

Perugian Walnut

NEW

L

Bottega Oak

L

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

MELAMINE doors & panels
L

denotes available in LAMINATE

Polar White

L

Blossom White

Parchment

90

M, S

Designer White

L

M, S

White Mist

L

Available finishes

denotes available in WARDROBE range

W

L

White Cotton

W

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

M = Matt

New Antique White

M

Amaro

T = Texture

S = Sheen

M, S

L

M

L

T

L

L

W

M, T, S

M, S

Classic White

Porcelain

Antique

Malt

L

L

L

L

W

W

W

M, T, S

Alabaster

M, T, S

L

M, S

Whitewood

M, T

Café Cream

M, S

Highland Cherry

M

L

L

M, S

M

Husk

Moss Grey

Soft Walnut

L

L

Mountain Pepper

L

M, S

Pannacotta

M, S

Marni Lini

M

L

L

W

M

Marina Grey

M

Provence Wood
Available finishes

L

M = Matt

Greige

L

M, S

Taupe

M, S

Quarry Micro

M

S = Sheen

L

Crema Lini

L

L

M, S

Gesso Lini

M, S

Caraway

M

M, S

L

W

L

Tessuto Milan

Tuross Oak

L

L

M, S

Snowgum

M, S

Combat Teak

L

M

Rocco Lini

M

Natural Oak

L

W

L

M

Biscuit

M

Carbon Micro

M, S

M

M, S

L

Artisan Oak

Latte Lini

L

L

L

M

M

M

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

MELAMINE doors & panels
L

denotes available in LAMINATE

Smoke Shimmer

Aluminium

Graphite

L

L

European Walnut
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L

Available finishes

L

M = Matt

W

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

denotes available in WARDROBE range

M

Stone Grey

M

Nickel

M

Shannon Oak

M

Jamaican Walnut

T = Texture

L

M, S

W

M

L

S = Sheen

M, S

L

L

M

Strata Grey

L

L

Canterbury Grey

Feldspar Shimmer

Belgian Oak

NEW MELAMINE Metallic Leaf range

L

L

L

M, S

Char Oak

M, S

Titanium

L

L

M

Black Wenge

L

M

Truffle Lini

W

L

M

Cinder

M

Cavia Lini

M

Black

M, S

Leather

L

L

L

L

Drawers in RAVINE Black Wenge.
Shadowline in MELAMINE Copper Leaf Matt.

denotes available in LAMINATE

M

Light Brass Leaf

NEW

L

M

Pure Gold Leaf

M, S

Rose Gold Leaf

NEW

L

M

Copper Leaf

M, T

Bronze Gold Leaf

M

Platinum Leaf

NEW

L

NEW

NEW

NEW

L

M

M

L

L

M

M

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

Available finishes

M = Matt
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MELAMINE Ashgrain range
W

MELAMINE Finegrain range

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.
To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

MELAMINE edge details

denotes available in WARDROBE range

Classic White

W

Antique

W

ONLY

Riga Salt

Marni Lini

Riga Zinc

Doors and drawers in MELAMINE Café Cream Matt.
Benchtop in LAMINATE Aspen Stone Matt.

Riga Sage

Riga Ember

Rocco Lini

Cavia Lini

Doors in MELAMINE Natural Oak Matt.

Square Edge doors

Bevel Edge doors

The Square Edge Melamine door is manufactured with 1mm matching edgetape providing a

The Bevel Edge door profile provides a sleek, seamless minimalistic appearance without the

contemporary look with outstanding long lasting quality.

need for handle hardware.

Drawers in MELAMINE Bottega Oak Woodmatt.
Doors and wall panels in MELAMINE Estella Oak Woodmatt.

Doors and drawers in MELAMINE Truffle Lini Finegrain.

Truffle Lini
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Desktop in MELAMINE Stone Grey Matt.

Avellino doors

Aluminium Finger Pull doors

The Avellino door profile is a multi-piece door consisting of two vertical side rails and a

The Aluminium Finger Pull profile features a ‘J’ shaped handle recessed along the edge of the

horizontal centre panel, available in the Woodmatt range

door creating a streamlined handless appearance. Aluminium Finger Pull can be selected in
either sleek Satin Aluminium, or the bold new Black Anodised finish.

Black
Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.
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THERMOLAMINATED
doors & panels
polytec’s beautifully crafted range of Thermolaminated doors & panels will add character to your
home. From sleek, contemporary minimalistic designs to the more traditional look of country style
doors, polytec can supply a style that will complement your kitchen.
Thermolaminated doors & panels are made from profiled moisture resistant MDF, constructed with a
durable and decorative surface on the face and edges. The result is a stylish, fully profiled door. Its
thermoformed surface makes it resistant to the usual knocks and bumps of a busy household, ensuring
your kitchen will remain a showpiece for years to come.
PB

Thermolaminated doors & panels are available in a range of colours, profiles and surface finish
options. Our stunning Gloss finish is available in both solid and metallic colours, which are a
classic feature in today’s modern kitchen. Thermolaminated doors have matching melamine backs,
excluding the Studio Range. This feature enhances the natural and realistic look of the design.
All surfaces are non-porous and easy to clean, and so will retain their beauty, providing years of
trouble free service.
Stylish, functional and simple, Thermolaminated doors & panels are suitable for any
internal joinery application including vanities, wardrobes, custom built furniture, storage units and
laundry cupboards.
Using the highest grade materials, and ultra modern technology polytec products are exceptional in
design and durability.
All polytec manufactured doors come with a 7 year limited warranty, giving you peace of mind.

THERMOLAMINATED Cammeray doors in Black Natura with Bronte recessed handles.
THERMOLAMINATED Guilford overhead doors in Greige Matt.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

THERMOLAMINATED range

THERMOLAMINATED Studio range

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.
To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

coming soon

Ultra White

G, M, T

Alabaster

G, M, T

T

Porcelain

G, M

Greige

Café Cream

G, M

Malt

Amaro

G, M

Stone Grey

Designer White

Classic White

G, M, T, A

Blossom White
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Available finishes

G

G = Gloss

M = Matt

T = Texture

A = Ashgrain

New Antique White

G, T

G, M

G, T

G, M

Antique

G, M, T

Cappucino

T

Snowgum

G, M

Taupe

Strata Grey

G, M

Canterbury Grey

G

Black

M

Cinder

M

G, M

Mountain Pepper

Caraway

G, M

G

Prime Oak

NEW

Florentine Walnut

Bottega Oak

NEW

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

NEW

Available finishes

Wm = Woodmatt

Wm

Chateau Oak Ravine

Light Oak Ravine

Regal White Pearl Gloss

Wm

Latino Oak Ravine

Vittoria Pearl Gloss

Silver Metallic Gloss

Wm

Grey Oak Natura

Gunship Metallic Gloss

Onyx Fineline Gloss

Tempest Woodgrain

Black Natura

Black Gloss
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Profile Doors

polytec is the market leader when it comes to innovative door products. With the largest range of profiles and finishes, you can select a
style that will complement your project.
Available in Thermolaminated doors or Cut & Rout doors ready for painting, there is a design that will suit your needs.
polytec do not recommend the use of Thermolaminated products in a sliding or non-fixed application (hinged) unless the use of a
mechanical stabilising system is fit.

Styles & Thicknesses
Profile doors and panels are manufactured using 18mm/21mm machine grade moisture resistant medium density E0 fibreboard.

Style 1

Style 2

Style 3

Style 4

Style 5

Minimal Profile

Soft Profile

Sharp Profile

Detailed Profile

Detailed Profile

Example: Guilford

Example: Yass

Example: Sofia

Example: Brooklyn

Example: Keimbah

Available in 18mm/21mm

Available in 18mm/21mm

Available in 18mm/21mm

Available in 18mm/21mm

Available in 21mm

PB

Recessed Handles
Your doors can ultimately be fitted with your choice of handles but if you are after that stylish, functional and contemporary look, polytec
offer a selection of integrated finger grip designs. Refer to page 110 for Thermolaminated options or page 111 for Cut & Rout.

Bronte

Kingsford (CUT & ROUT)

Waverley (CUT & ROUT)

Clovelly (CUT & ROUT)

Portsea (CUT & ROUT)

Edge Moulds

THERMOLAMINATED Cammeray doors in Black Natura with Bronte recessed handles.

EM0 = Square

EM3 = Large Bevel

EM6 = Roman

EM9 = 3mm Pencil Round

EM1 = 6mm Pencil Round

EM4 = Step Pencil Round

EM7 = Small Bevel

EM11 = Small Bevel (L+R only)

EM2 = Thumb Mould

EM5 = Step Bevel

EM8 = Softline

EM12 = Small Chamfer

THERMOLAMINATED Guilford overhead doors in Greige Matt.
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Style 5 detailed profile

available in 21mm only, not available in Gloss

Allandale

Branxton

EM9

EM9

Briar

Keimbah

EM9 (only)

EM9

Pokolbin

Rothbury

EM9 (only)

EM9

THERMOLAMINATED 18mm Oberon doors in Amaro Matt.
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EM = Edge Mould

Cross section diagrams not drawn to scale.
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Style 4 detailed profile

104

available in all colours and finishes, excluding Gloss

Grafton

Bowral

Woongarrah

Oberon

Cammeray

Classic Square

Farnborough

Farmhouse

EM2

EM2

EM2

EM9

EM9

EM4

EM4

EM4

Broome

Ballarat

Patonga

Jersey

Manhattan

Country Square

Federation

Berrima

EM2

EM2

EM2

EM9

EM9

EM4

EM5

EM9

Lismore

Tamworth

Casino

Dural

Macquarie

Bayswater

Berrilee

Stratford

EM7

EM2

EM9

EM9 (only)

EM2

EM2

EM9

EM9

EM = Edge Mould

Cross section diagrams not drawn to scale.

EM = Edge Mould

Cross section diagrams not drawn to scale.
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Style 3 sharp profile

Colombo

Amsterdam

Lima

Seoul

EM7

EM2

EM2

EM6

Rio

Carlton

Dublin

Bali

Washington

EM6

EM2

EM2

EM2

EM2

Christchurch

Prague

Broadway

Leon

Cambridge

Tokyo

EM2

EM9

EM9

EM0

EM9

EM9

Sofia

Atlanta

Argentina

EM0

EM2

EM6

EM2

Corfu

Edinburgh

Beirut

EM1

EM2

Valencia

Chesterfield

EM1

EM0

EM0
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available in all colours and finishes

EM = Edge Mould

Cross section diagrams not drawn to scale.

Copenhagen

EM = Edge Mould

Cross section diagrams not drawn to scale.
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Style 2 soft profile

available in all colours and finishes

Hanoi

Albury

Preston

Lithgow

Bathurst

Cleveland

Calcutta

Mudgee

EM1

EM1

EM1

EM2

EM2

EM1

EM1

EM1

Bendigo

Yass

Wellington

Cooma

Bega

Auckland

Teralba

Croydon

EM2

EM2

EM1

EM1

EM1

EM1

EM1

EM9

Not Available in Gloss.

Not Available in Gloss.

Mildura

Swan

Parkes

Torino

Dorrigo

Maroochydore

Madrid

Mona Vale

EM2

EM9

EM0

EM3

EM9

EM0

EM1

EM9

Not Available in Gloss.
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Not Available in Gloss.

EM = Edge Mould

Cross section diagrams not drawn to scale.

Not Available in Gloss.

Not Available in Gloss.

EM = Edge Mould

Cross section diagrams not drawn to scale.

Not Available in Gloss.
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Style 2 Soft Profile

Monterey

Style 1 minimal profile

Manchester

EM9 (only)

EM0

CUT & ROUT only STYLE 4

available in all colours and finishes

CUT & ROUT only STYLE 2 Recessed Handle

Guilford

Vienna

Kiama

Oceanic 7mm

Waverly

EM9

EM1

EM12

EM9

EM0

Not Available in Gloss.

Kingsford
EM0
18mm only. Recessed Handle.

Recessed Handle.

Portsea Right shown.

Molong

Paterson

EM0

EM7

Munich
EM3

Softline

EM8

Hamilton

EM5

Brooklyn

Clovelly

Portsea

EM0

EM9

EM0
Recessed Handle.

Not Available in Gloss.

Recessed Handle.
Design available in Portsea Left, Portsea Right, or Portsea.

Bronte view from front

Bronte view from rear
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Bronte

Brussels

EM9

EM2

Napoli
EM6

EM = Edge Mould

R = Radius

Cross section diagrams not drawn to scale.

Kunda

EM1 (L + R only)
R 3mm (Top + Bottom)

Sanda

EM11 (L + R only)
R 3mm (Top + Bottom)

Galston

EM9

EM = Edge Mould

R = Radius

Cross section diagrams not drawn to scale.
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THERMOLAMINATED accessories

Return Panels

Door Frames

Now available from polytec are Thermolaminated Return

polytec’s Thermolaminated door frames will give your kitchen

Panels. Featuring a seamless square front edge in either 18mm,

cabinetry an open, spacious feel and provide a unique

21mm, 36mm, or 42mm, the Return Panels are ideal for

showcase to display ornaments or kitchen accessories.

creating a contemporary quality look for your end panels.
The addition of either square or arched colonial frames can
The Return Panels can be co-ordinated to match or contrast your

provide a more traditional look to your kitchen design and add

doors as they are available in all Thermolaminated colours and

a point of difference.

finishes.

THERMOLAMINATED Guilford doors in Greige Matt.
THERMOLAMINATED Cammeray doors in Black Natura.

THERMOLAMINATED Manchester doors in Grey Oak Natura.

PB

Heat Deflectors

Recessed Rails

Roller Shutters

Drawers

Shelving

Decorative Flutes

Flush mounted ovens are often not designed to deflect heat

Minimalist and handle-free doors and drawers are the

Roller Shutters provide handy storage for benchtop appliances.

polytec manufactured drawer banks are available in a range

polytec helps you integrate shelving units into your kitchen

polytec Decorative Flutes are available in 7 different styles, in

away from surrounding surfaces. polytec offer metal heat

latest trends in kitchen design. To create a modern space

The shutters can be easily accessed as required, or quickly

of styles to suit the profile of your doors. For a traditional look

by providing Thermolaminated panels in matching colours.

the entire Thermolaminated colour range and finishes. Add a

deflector strips for use where such ovens are alongside

with flowing horizontal lines, polytec offer a range of

concealed to keep your kitchen tidy.

choose individual drawers to enhance the crafted look of each

Shelving is another way to re-style your kitchen, allowing

touch of old world elegance with these timelessly traditional

Thermolaminated doors & panels. Please note that if heat

recessed rails to match our Thermolaminated doors & panels.

panel. For the more contemporary integrated look choose a

ornaments and books to be rotated to show your personality

design features.

deflector strips are not used, warranty will be void.*

polytec also offer a range of recessed handle door styles,

drawer bank style that matches the adjoining doors.

and evoke different moods and styles.

refer to page 101.

Individual drawer.

Drawer bank.

Tuscan
*Please note that if heat deflector strips are not used, warranty will be void. When installing Thermolaminated vinyl doors above and around a range hood ensure the range hood is installed to comply with the Australian standards. At a minimum the range hood should match the dimensions of the cooktop.
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Doric

Iconic
Smooth

Iconic
Capped

Iconic
Top

Iconic
Tall

Iconic
Block
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ALUMINIUM
framed doors
polytec Aluminium doors create an elegant focal point to complement modern kitchen décor. Whether
you are creating a completely new kitchen or introducing new features to an existing kitchen,
Aluminium doors will add contemporary appeal for minimal additional cost. polytec Aluminium framed
glass doors are available in subtle Satin Aluminium, striking Brushed Stainless finish, Polished Profile
or the bold new Black Anodised finish.
With a selection of modern frames, polytec’s Aluminium doors create a unique addition to home
design with the ability to match numerous styles. To add extra dimension to your kitchen choose from
PB

contemporary slimline to eye-catching wide frame, all inlaid with your choice of glass insert.
The Brushed Stainless finish is similar in colour to stainless steel appliances, giving a consistent look
when creating your kitchen design. While the newest Black Anodised finish allows for a daring
on-trend feature, especially when paired with modern 1mm framing.
Aluminium doors are designed to highlight and complement polytec’s range, including: Benchtops
& Laminate, Thermolaminated doors & panels, Melamine doors & panels, and the Evolution range.
The polytec Aluminium range provides the ultimate blend of design functionality and visual appeal.
All Aluminium doors are inserted with laminated safety glass for a long lasting finish and maximum
scratch resistance. Offering greater durability, polytec Aluminium doors are exceptionally east to clean
and maintain, and come with a 7 year warranty.

Overhead doors in ALUMINIUM 2mm/55mm Brushed Stainless frame with Frosted glass insert.
Doors and bar panels in MELAMINE Artisan Oak Matt.
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SATIN ALUMINIUM frame

42mm frame

50% scale.

POLISHED PROFILE frame

BRUSHED STAINLESS frames

23mm frame

50% scale.

Doors in ALUMINIUM 2mm/55mm Brushed Stainless frame with Starphire White glass insert and RAVINE Drifted Oak.

42mm frame

50% scale.

BLACK ANODISED frames

PB

1mm frame*

100% scale.

BRUSHED GREY frame

2mm/55mm frame*

100% scale.

1mm frame*

100% scale.

2mm/55mm frame*

100% scale.

GLASS inserts

Clear

Mirror

Starphire White

Frosted

Smokey Grey Mirror

Starphire Black

*Only available with Mirror, Starphire White, Starphire Black and Smokey Grey Mirror glass inserts.
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ALFRESCO
range
polytec’s contemporary Alfresco range is designed to transform an outdoor cooking and casual
dining space into a functional, practical and legitimate additional room. In essence the same quality
cabinetry and aesthetic from the neighbouring indoor kitchen can be seamlessly carried through to
the outdoors – extending the liveability and usability of all available spaces.
Alfresco doors are hardy and water resistant, the 1.5mm/55mm Aluminium frames can be selected in
either the striking Brushed Stainless finish to coordinate with stainless steel appliances and barbecues,
or the bold new Black Anodised finish. The 5mm Compact Laminate inserts are made from a high
PB

impact material that will stay in great shape for many years.
Compact Laminate is the ultimate in long lasting, low maintenance decorative panels for the most
demanding, hard working environments. Totally impervious to water it has a beautiful appearance
with outstanding stain and wear resistance and a distinctive black core. Offering the look of timber,
but without the maintenance required to keep it looking it’s best.
polytec’s Alfresco range come with a 7 year warranty, giving you peace of mind.

Doors in ALUMINIUM 2mm/55mm Black Matt frame with
COMPACT laminate insert in Empire Oak Woodmatt.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

ALFRESCO door range

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

Polar White

Coastal Oak

Distreed Wood
Available finishes

R

M = Matt

Palace Teak

Wm = Woodmatt

M

Gesso Lini

M

Stone Grey

M

Wm

Prime Oak

Wm

Antico Oak

Wm

Empire Oak

Notaio Walnut

Wm

Estella Oak

Wm

Cinder

M

Zinc Alloy

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

13mm COMPACT laminate

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

M

Polar White

M

Calacutta D’oro

Sm

Wm

Oyster Grey

M

Calacutta Grey

Sm

Stone Grey

M

Grey Cement

Sm

Nickel

M

Athena Stone

Sm

Titanium

M

Cinder

M

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

ALFRESCO frames

2mm/55mm Brushed Grey frame
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100% scale.

2mm/55mm Black Anodised frame

100% scale.

Available finishes

M = Matt

R = Ravine

Sm = Smooth

M

Black

M, Wm

Doors in COMPACT laminate Stone Grey Matt.

Natural Oak

R

Café Oak

R

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.
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COMMERCIAL
range
polytec’s Commercial range comes in a variety of colours, thicknesses and sheet sizes
specifically designed for commercial application. Our range of colours are available in
Melamine, Laminate and Compact Laminate making it easy for you to choose the design
features you are looking for. Choosing polytec’s Commercial colours and materials for today’s
working environments will give your design concept a fresh and unique look.
New to the Commercial range, due to popular demand, is the introduction of the Woodmatt
range, combining the best of natural timber with technology advancements, the matt finished
PB

subtle woodgrain embossing - is designed to match perceptions of authentic timber veneer - in look,
feel and warmth.
Woodmatt is available in laminate and pre-finished boards for use on any horizontal or vertical
surface – joinery, walls and benchtops - where warmth, timber tones, durability, easy clean, scratch
resistant qualities are desired.
The

polytec

Commercial

range

will

inspire

unlimited

design

possibilities

for

any

commercial environment.

Desktop and shelving in LAMINATE Natural Oak RAVINE.
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COMPACT laminate 13mm & 5mm Smooth range

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.
To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

Partitions and wall panels in 5mm COMPACT laminate Athena Stone Smooth and 13mm COMPACT laminate Grey Cement Smooth.
Bench in 13mm COMPACT laminate Grey Cement Smooth.

Calacutta Grey

Calacutta D’oro

Grey Cement

Athena Stone
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Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

RAVINE embossed wood grain
CL

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

COMMERCIAL board & laminate Woodmatt range

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

denotes available in COMPACT laminate

Distressed Wood

Bleached Walnut

Drifted Oak

Natural Oak

CL

Satra Wood

Notaio Walnut

Nordic Oak

Coastal Oak

Angora Oak

Antico Oak

Empire Oak

Casentino Beech

Prime Oak

Notaio Walnut

Bottega Oak

Estella Oak
coming soon
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Soft Walnut

Maison Oak

Sepia Oak

Café Oak

Tessuto Milan

Maroso Milan

Char Oak

Black Wenge

Palace Teak

CL

Tasmanian Oak

Florentine Walnut

Perugian Walnut

NEW

Black

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.

and require more care and maintenance.

and require more care and maintenance.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

COMMERCIAL board & laminate
CL

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

denotes available in COMPACT laminate

Polar White

M

Stone Grey

Gesso Lini

M

M

Natural Oak

M

Belgian Oak

M

Natural White

M

Oyster Grey

Parchment

M

Marni Lini

M

Soft Walnut

M

Tuross Oak

Maison Oak

M

Artisan Oak

CL

CL

M

Nickel

Rocco Lini

M

Titanium

M

Truffle Lini

M

Cinder

M

Shannon Oak

M

Cavia Lini

CL

CL

CL

CL

M

Storm

M

M

Black

T

Black

CL

M

M

M
Wall panels in MELAMINE Natural Oak Matt.
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Available finishes

M = Matt

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.

Available finishes

M = Matt

T = Texture
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ARCHITECTURAL
range
polytec’s Architectural range of products equips architects, designers and product specifiers
with an exclusive and groundbreaking catalogue of decorative panels to bring head-turning
designs to fruition.

Inspired by industrial raw materials but without the constraints of weight or complex installation - the
imi-beton range is aptly touted as ‘concrete for the carpenter’. imi-beton is exclusive to polytec in
Australia. polytec’s imi-beton MDF board is an aerated concrete finish on a 3mm MDF substrate that’s
available in two colours. imi-beton provides a true raw concrete appearance without the need for
PB

reinforcing steel, curing and casting. A lightweight alternative to concrete, imi-beton MDF board is
suited to internal applications such as wall cladding, reception counters, retail shop front facades, trade
fair construction design, hotel foyers and more.

polytec’s Chromaboard is a surface material noted for its colour throughout the MDF panel. Chromaboard
is suited to routing and further embellishment using varnish, wax, or other finishes to create unique
effects, without the need for sanding. Unsurprisingly, Chromaboard is specified for commercial and
retail projects that aim to transcend the ordinary.

imi-beton Board in Formwork Grey Concrete.
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PB

imi-beton Board in Formwork Grey Concrete.
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

imi-beton

Grey Concrete

BR

imi-beton Laminate Flex in Rhombus Rust and Rust.

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

imi-beton Board in Smooth Grey Concrete.

Raw

LF

PB

Formwork Grey Concrete

BR

BR

denotes available in imi-beton Board, Raw

LF

denotes available in imi-beton Laminate Flex, Raw

Raw

imi-beton Board in Grey Concrete.
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Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.
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Chromaboard in Black.

ARCHITECTURAL range

imi-beton
Formwork Grey Concrete

ARCHITECTURAL range

Chromaboard
Black
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Chromaboard

Black
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polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure.

Chromaboard in Black.

To view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au.

Raw

Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces.
and require more care and maintenance.
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thank you.
The colours and details shown in this brochure are to the highest standards in printing. However, they should only be used as an
indication of actual product colour. To order your free colour sample visit www.polytec.com.au. polytec swatches and samples
represent a small area of the overall colour structure, to view the large colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au
The use of our current colour samples gives the colour and finish that a customer would expect to receive. polytec does not
guarantee exact colour matches across product ranges due to colour variation in each product group.
Visit www.polytec.com.au for specific care and cleaning information. Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more
readily than lighter coloured surfaces and require more care and maintenance.
polytec would like to extend our sincerest gratitude to the following builders and businesses for their support in providing us with
access to their displays and premises during the development of this brochure.
Agency One, APG Homes, Bardane Homes, Beaumonde Homes, Broadway Homes, Buildcraft, Champion Homes,
Clarendon Homes, Dale Alcock Homes Domaine Homes, Eagle Homes, Fairhaven Homes, Fairmont Homes, Ferntree Homes,
Gr8 Constructions, Handwerk, Hudson Homes, I Skip I Trip, Kurmond Homes, Latitude Apartments, Lifestyle Designer Homes,
McDonald Jones Homes, Masterton, Mojo Homes, Ownit Homes, Rawson Homes, Ruiz Constructions, Stylecraft, Twenty20,
and Webb & Brown-Neaves.

www.polytec.com.au

kitchen: p 1300 300 547 f 1300 320 547

ISSUE: 04a 07.2019

e sales@polytec.com.au
commercial: p 1300 440 400 f 1300 440 401
e commercialsales@polytec.com.au
wardrobe: p 1300 001 450 f 1300 440 401
e wardrobesales@polytec.com.au
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polytec offer an express sample service.
Visit www.polytec.com.au to order your free sample.

